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EU asks for G7's help on refugees (EU Observer, 26 May 2016)

My single question is – WHY?

We, the citizens, are not responsible for this supposed ‘crisis’.

ISLAM is the cause.

This ‘crisis’ is a natural result of Islamic existence, in which ordinary people don’t count,
progress is shunned, violence is accepted, bearing arms is greater than growing crops, health is
in the mythical hands of a mythical god, Allah... Islam harms its own followers... and Westerners
are supposed to put it right!!

HOW? By taking in the very people whose failures lead them to sponge off the West and
continue exactly the same lives that do them harm in their own countries!!

NONE OF IT MAKES SENSE.

Secondly – we DO NOT WANT the West to have Muslims in our midst.

If they were quiet and kept their religion to themselves, they could be tolerated.

They have proved, time and again, to hate the West that gives them help.
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They stubbornly cling to Allah, though they escape his clutches in their own countries, they
agree with terrorism, they love sharia, as do all shackled people who love their captors. They
have no true work ethic so will suck the life out of the West, dragging us down into a Third
World chaos.

They commit massive numbers of crimes, they hate women.

WHY SHOULD WE HELP THEM, AGAINST GOD’S COMMANDS?

The more Muslims we host, the worse our own situation gets and the more urgent is our
demise. Do you REALLY wish to live in a country dominated by Islam? Do you REALLY want
your women adorned in black bin-bags and your children used by rape gangs? Do you REALLY
want to live amidst constant violence and totalitarianism? Because this is what Islam represents
and does!

As a Christian I welcome all people... but NOT if they do us harm and reject the Lord God who
hates their false religion. Let it be made plain – to accept huge numbers of Muslims, whose aim
is to make you submit to Allah (or die), is to reject God Himself, Who demands our obedience
NOT to Allah but to Himself, and to mimic the grave sins of ancient Israel and Judah.

WILL YOU BE FOUND GUILTY OF THIS PAGANISM? It is as serious as that.
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